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Abstract 
Motwani, R., S. Phillips and E. Torng, Nonclairvoyant scheduling, Theoretical Computer Science 
130 (1994) 17-47. 
Virtually all research in scheduling theory has been concerned with clairvoyant scheduling where it is 
assumed that the characteristics of a job (in particular, its execution time, release time and 
dependence on other jobs) are known a priori. This assumption is invalid for scheduling problems 
that arise in time-sharing operating systems where the scheduler must provide fast turnaround for 
processes being generated by the users without any knowledge of the future behavior of these 
processes. 
We study preemptive, nonclairuoyant scheduling schemes where the scheduler has no knowledge of 
the jobs’ characteristics. We develop a model for evaluating scheduling strategies for single and 
multiprocessor systems. This model compares the nonclairvoyant scheduler against the optimal 
clairvoyant scheduler, and it takes into account various issues such as release time, execution time, 
preemption cost, and the inter-dependence between jobs. Within this model we study some standard 
scheduling algorithms described in the systems literature, and we provide some theoretical justifica- 
tion for their effectiveness in practice by presenting some randomized and deterministic upper and 
lower bounds. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the problem of preemptively scheduling jobs with unspecified resource 
requirements so as to minimize the average waiting time of jobs in the system. This 
nonclairvoyant scheduling problem is the task typically faced by an operating system 
in a time-sharing environment where as many users as possible should get fast 
response from the system. (A clairvoyant scheduling algorithm needs to know the jobs’ 
characteristics in advance, and this is typically the class of algorithms considered in 
classical scheduling theory [14].) While we focus on nonclairvoyance, we also address 
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other issues relevant to operating system scheduling such as the cost of preemption, 
scheduling for multiple processors, and inter-dependence of jobs. 
Even a cursory examination of the literature on operating system scheduling 
[S, 7,13,15,21,27,28] reveals that the designers of operating systems find the stan- 
dard scheduling theory to be of little relevance to this problem. In fact, systems 
researchers have often complained about the inapplicability of results in classical 
scheduling theory to their problems [28]. They have resorted to analyzing scheduling 
strategies using empirical testing or probabilistic analysis [ 131. We provide a theoret- 
ical evaluation of scheduling strategies for operating systems without the use of such 
probabilistic assumptions. 
The standard worst-case analysis provides little insight since for each deterministic 
scheduling strategy, one can construct a scheduling problem on which that strategy 
performs poorly. We use the method of competitive unalysis pioneered by Sleator and 
Tarjan [24] to study preemptive noncluirvoyunt scheduling strategies using the average 
waiting/idle time of a job as the performance measure. The performance of a nonclair- 
voyant scheduler is compared to that of an optimal clairvoyant scheduler for each set 
of input jobs. We provide lower and upper bounds for randomized and deterministic 
schedulers, and our analysis may help explain the superiority of some commonly used 
scheduling strategies such as Round Robin (RR) and multilevel udaptive,feedback policy 
(MLAF) [S, 111. 
There has been some recent work on nonclairvoyant scheduling [lo, 231 that has 
focused on nonpreemptive batch processing where the task is to minimize the 
makespan (i.e. the length) of the schedule. However, preemptions and the waiting-time 
measure are essential for modeling interactive time-sharing systems which rely on 
preemptive scheduling to give each user the view that they have sole access to a fast 
“virtual” machine. In addition nonclairvoyant scheduling should not be confused with 
the form of online scheduling studied by Graham [12] and Bartal et al. [2] where 
release times are unknown but the running time of a job is provided as soon as it 
appears in the system. 
In Section 1.1, we develop our model and the related notation. Our results are 
described in detail in Section 1.2. A preliminary version of this paper appears as [20]. 
I. I. The model and preliminaries 
We first define a generic scheduling problem; refer to the survey article by Lawler et 
al. [14] for further details. A scheduling problem of size n consists of a collection of 
n independent jobs J = { J1, J2,. . , Jn}. Each job Ji has an execution time Xi and 
a release time ri, the time at which job Ji is first available for processing. We are 
interested in preemptive scheduling where the execution of any job can be suspended at 
any time and resumed later from the point of preemption. We assume that a context 
switch takes no time (except in the section where we try to minimize the number of 
preemptions). In general, the jobs are to be processed on a collection of p identical 
processors P = {PI, P2, . , Pp). 
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A schedule is an assignment to each job of one or more time intervals on one or 
more processors with the total time assigned to job Ji equaling Xi. No two time 
intervals may overlap on any processor, and there should be no overlap between any 
two time intervals assigned to any job. Our goal is to find schedules which minimize 
one of the following objective functions. 
Definition 1.1. The completion time ci of a job Ji is the time at which it completes its 
execution. The total completion time is C = I:= 1 Ci, and the average completion time is 
d = C/n. 
Definition 1.2. The waiting time wi of a job Ji is the amount of time which elapses 
between its release and completion, i.e. Wi=Ci-ri. The total waiting time is 
W= Cr= 1 wi, and the average waiting time is I@= WJn. 
Definition 1.3. The idle time vi of a job Ji is the amount of time which elapses between 
its release and completion when it is not being processed, i.e. Vi = Wi - Xi. The total idle 
time is V=xy= 1 Vi, and the average idle time is e= V/n. 
We classify scheduling problems into two types. A scheduling problem is said to be 
static if all the release times are 0, i.e. all the jobs are available for execution at the start 
of the schedule. A dynamic scheduling problem allows arbitrary (nonnegative) release 
times. For static scheduling, there is no difference between the completion time and 
the waiting time of a job. 
A clairvoyant scheduling algorithm may use knowledge of the jobs’ execution times 
to assign time intervals to jobs. A nonclairvoyant scheduling algorithm assigns time 
intervals to jobs without knowing the execution times of jobs that have not yet 
terminated. We will show that the optimal clairvoyant algorithm only needs to know 
the processing times of jobs currently in the system, even in the case of dynamic 
scheduling; no knowledge of the existence, release time, or length ofjobs to be released 
in the future is necessary. 
For a scheduling problem J of size n, let CA(J) denote the average waiting time 
with respect to the schedule produced by an algorithm A. The optimal clairvoyant 
algorithm OPT minimizes 6’(J) for each J. The performance ratio of nonclairvoyant 
algorithm A is defined as 
@A(J) 
R,(n)= sup ~ 
J:IJI=~ WoPT(J)’ 
A nonclairvoyant scheduling algorithm is said to bef(n)-competitive if RA(n) <f(n). 
The algorithm is said to be competitive if there exists a constant k for which it is 
k-competitive. If we measure the performance ratio in terms of the average idle time, 
we will refer to it as the idle-performance ratio, denoted Ry”(n). 
Fact 1.4. For any scheduling algorithm A, R,(n)< Ry”(n). 
We assume that the smallest possible quantum of time that can be assigned by 
a processor to a job is negligibly small compared to the length of the jobs being 
scheduled. This allows us to work with the notion of continuous time. In particular, 
the definition of RR will make use of this feature. Clearly, such an assumption can 
affect our bounds by only a negligibly small amount. 
1.2. Muin results 
In Section 2, we consider static scheduling on a single processor. We show that RR 
(one of the most commonly used algorithms in practice) has a performance ratio of 
2 - 2/(n + 1) which is optimal for deterministic, nonclairvoyant algorithms. For ran- 
domized algorithms, the lower bound on the performance ratio changes only in the 
lower order term, and a randomized variant of RR achieves this lower bound. These 
results easily extend to the measure of idle-performance ratio. Finally, we show that 
the lower bounds remain unchanged even when the jobs are of bounded sizes (i.e. the 
ratio of the largest to the smallest execution time is bounded by some small constant). 
This is an interesting case since, in practice, fast turnaround is essential only for 
relatively small jobs. It is surprising that a nonclairvoyant scheduler cannot use either 
randomness or the restriction on the job sizes to obtain a better performance ratio. In 
Section 3, we extend some of these results to multiprocessor scheduling. 
In Section 4, we search for algorithms which not only have good performance ratios 
but also minimize the number of preemptions preformed. Until this point, we have 
ignored this issue because modern operating systems can perform the “context switch” 
in negligible time. Thus, for many applications, the cost of a preemption is negligible. 
However, for many computationally intensive applications, preemptions can be costly 
because the job execution is slowed significantly while the cache is restored after each 
preemption. 
A fundamental question is: What is the trade-off between the performance ratio and 
the number of preemptions? We first define how we measure how many preemptions 
an algorithm performs as a function of the length of a job. We show that any 
scheduling strategy that performs a sublogarithmic number of preemptions for a job 
of length x has performance ratio Q(n). Next we observe that RR performs Q(x) 
preemptions for a job of length Y. In practice. the number of preemptions can be 
reduced by using variants of a scheme called the MLAF [7,8, II, 21,271. We prove 
that some very simple versions of this algorithm, the geometric algorithms, have 
near-optimal performance ratios while using only a logarithmic number of preemp- 
tions. A randomized member of the geometric algorithm family is shown to have 
essentially the same performance ratio as RR. This may help explain why the MLAF 
performs well in practice [8, 111. 
Section 5 is devoted to dynamic scheduling. We show that clairvoyance can make 
a huge difference in a scheduler’s ability to keep a system responsive. Any determinist 
ic nonclairvoyant algorithm has performance ratio Q(n1’3), while any randomized. 
nonclairvoyant algorithm has performance ratio R(logn). The proofs of these lower 
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bounds use jobs of unbounded length. We also study the performance of algo- 
rithms for the natural case where the job lengths are bounded. If the ratio of 
the longest to the shortest job is bounded by k, then any deterministic nonclairvoyant 
algorithm has performance ratio at least k (for large n), and a trivial algorithm 
achieves this bound. 
Finally, in Section 6, we consider a version of the dining/drinking philosophers 
problem where some pairs ofjobs cannot be executed simultaneously due to a conflict 
in their resource requirements. We demonstrate a competitive strategy for minimizing 
the makespan and exhibit nearly tight lower bounds. We leave open the problem of 
finding a good scheduler for minimizing average completion time for jobs with 
dependencies. 
2. Static scheduling for single processors 
In this section, we analyze the situation where all jobs are released at time 0. In this 
case, total completion time, average completion time, total waiting time, and average 
waiting time are all equivalent measures for comparing scheduling algorithms, i.e. the 
performance ratio of a scheduling algorithm is identical with respect to all four 
performance measures. For ease of description, we will use the total completion time 
performance measure instead of the average waiting time performance measure until 
we study dynamic scheduling. 
In the first subsection, we describe the optimal clairvoyant algorithm OPT for static 
scheduling. In the next two subsections, we prove matching upper and lower bounds 
on the performance ratios of deterministic and randomized nonclairvoyant algo- 
rithms for this problem. In the final subsection, we prove surprising lower bounds for 
the case where job sizes are bounded. 
2.1. The optimal clairvoyant algorithm 
Before we can determine the performance ratios of nonclairvoyant algorithms, we 
first must describe the optimal clairvoyant algorithm OPT. 
The completion time of a specific job can be broken down into two components: the 
running time of the individual job itself and the time it is delayed by the execution of 
other jobs before it finishes. To make the second term more tractable, we define the 
pairwise delay of two jobs Ji and Jj with respect to an algorithm A as follows: 
Definition 2.1. D~j is the time allocated by algorithm A to job Ji before job Jj com- 
pletes. In other words, this is the amount of time by which job Ji delays job Jj. 
Definition 2.2. The pairwise delay Pfj = Dfj+ D:i is the amount by which two jobs 
Ji and Jj delay each other. 
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We can now write the total completion time for an algorithm A on an instance J as 
C,(J)= i Xi+ 2 Pfj. 
i=l I <l<j<rl 
Since the first term is identical for all algorithms, OPT must minimize the second term. 
The minimum value of P,:‘j for any pair of jobs Ji and Jj is min(xi,xj), and this is 
achieved if the shorter of two jobs Ji and Jj is executed completely before the longer 
job begins execution. Hence, OPT runs the jobs sequentially in nondecreasing order of 
job length. Therefore, for x, <x2 < ... GX,,, 
c OPT-=~~~ xi+ C min(-xi,.uj) (1) 
I <;</<,I 
(2) 
= i (n-ii 1)x,. (3) 
i=l 
This is a special case of Smith’s rule [25] for scheduling weighted jobs, and it is 
sometimes referred to as the SPT (shortest processing time first) algorithm [14]. 
2.2. Deterministic algorithms 
We now show that the best possible performance ratio achievable by a determin- 
istic algorithm is 2-2/(n+ 1) and that it is achieved by the well-known 
RR algorithm. 
Theorem 2.3. For the static scheduling problem, every deterministic, nonclairvoyant 
algorithm has RA (n) 3 2 - 2/(n + 1) and Ry” (n) 3 2. 
Proof. Fix any deterministic nonclairvoyant algorithm A and execute the schedule 
produced by A for 1 time unit assuming no job finishes. Let ei equal the amount of 
time A spent executing job Ji. The instance J is defined by choosing Xi to be ei + E for 
arbitrarily small E. Each job runs after time 1 for a negligible amount of time, so has 
completion time 1. Summing over the n jobs gives 
C,(J)=n. 
Let US now compare this to the completion time of these jobs when scheduled by 
OPT. Rename the jobs so that x1 <x2 < ... <x,,; equation (3) gives us 
CopT(J)=(n--i+ 1) f. xi. 
i=l 
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This expression is maximized (subject to the constraints that CT= 1 xi = 1 and that the 
xi are in nondecreasing order) when x1 =x2 = ... = x, = l/n. Hence, 
n+l 
Co,,(J),<- 
2 ’ 
SO 
2 
K4(J)3(n+n1),2=2-11+1’ 
The same proof ignoring the sum of execution times yields the idle-competitive lower 
bound. 0 
Notice that the worst case for OPT in the above proof is when the algorithm 
A divides each unit of processing time equally between all currently uncompleted jobs. 
This is exactly the algorithm which is referred to as the RR algorithm in the literature 
on operating systems scheduling [S, 7,21,27]. 
Definition 2.4. The RR algorithm is a nonclairvoyant scheduling algorithm which at 
all times ensures that each uncompleted job has received an equal amount of 
processing time. 
Recall that in practice the RR algorithm cycles through the list of jobs, giving each 
job t units of processing time in turn. For small enough r, this is equivalent to the 
above definition. 
We have seen that for the case where all the jobs have the same running time, RR 
achieves the optimal performance ratio of 2 - 2/(n + 1). In fact, this is the worst-case 
scenario for RR which gives us a tight bound for the deterministic performance ratio. 
Theorem 2.5. For the static scheduling problem, RR is exactly 2-idle-competitive and 
(2 - 2/(n + 1))-competitive. 
Proof. Fix a scheduling instance J. At any point in time, RR ensures that all active 
jobs have received an identical amount of processing time, which means that all pairs 
of active jobs have delayed each other by the same amount of time. Moreover, this is 
true for all pairs of jobs when the first one of the two jobs completes. Therefore, for 
any pair of jobs Ji and Jj, Pf,T=2 x min(xi, xj)=2 +Pfp’, so RR is exactly 2- 
idle-competitive. 
Rename the jobs so that x1 <xZ d ... bx,. Totalling the pairwise delays and the 
total running times gives 
CRR(J)=~ i (n-i)Xi+ i Xi 
i=l i=l 
and 
Cfip~(.J)= i (n-i)Xi+ E Xi. 
i=l i=l 
For a fixed value of I’= 1 Xi, the ratio CRR(J)/COP,(.J) is maximized when 
Cr= 1 (n-i)xi is maximized which is when the n jobs are all of equal length. We have 
already observed that in the case where all the jobs are of equal length, RR’s 
performance matches the lower bound. Therefore, RR is (2 - 2/(n + l))-competi- 
tive. C 
2.3. Rundomi-_ed u1goritlznz.s 
A natural question is whether randomization allows us to improve upon the lower 
bound of 2 on the performance ratio. We show that there is a simple randomized 
algorithm which improves very slightly upon RR, but its performance ratio is still 
asymptotically 2. We then prove a matching lower bound on the performance ratio of 
any randomized algorithm. 
Definition 2.6. The algorithm RAND behaves as follows on an instance of size n. With 
probability 1 - 2/(n + 3) it acts like RR. With probability 2/(n + 3), it randomly orders 
the jobs and runs each job to completion in that order. 
We will refer to the run-to-completion algorithm as RTC. 
Theorem 2.7. RAND is (2 -4/(n + 3))-competitioe. 
Proof. Fix a scheduling instance J with job sizes x1, , x,. As shown earlier, the total 
completion time for RR is the following: 
C,,(J)= i .X,+2 1 min{xi,Xj). 
i= 1 I<f</<ll 
For randomly ordered jobs, the run-to-completion algorithm has the following 
expected total completion time. This is because Pi,j RTC is equally likely to be Xi or .Yj. 
E[CRTC(J)]= i: Xi+ C ~=~i~l Xi. 
i=l ICi<j<n 
Thus, when RAND runs RR with probability l -2/(n+3), and run to completion 
with the remaining probability, the expected total completion time is 
CRAND(~) = 1 - ( 
=(2-~)(~,ii+,.~j~,,min(.~i;xj~) 
4 
= 2-- ! ! n-t3 cOPT(J). 0 
We now prove a matching lower bound for randomized algorithms. 
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Theorem 2.8. Any randomized algorithm has R,(n) > 2 - 4/(n + 3) and Ry” (n) 2 2. 
Proof. We use Yao’s [30] method (a variant of the von-Neumann minimax principle) 
by first proving a lower bound on the expected performance ratio of any deterministic 
algorithm on problem instances chosen from a specific probability distribution, then 
showing that the same lower bound holds for all randomized algorithms. 
Let the n jobs have sizes which are independently chosen from the exponential 
distribution. The probability that a job has size greater than t is G [t] =e-‘. Fix 
a nonidling, deterministic algorithm A and consider two jobs Ji and Jj. Let i(t) denote 
the amount of time A has spent on Ji after a total of t time units have been spent on 
jobs Ji and Jj assuming neither Ji nor Jj has completed yet. Clearly 0 <i(t) < t. 
The probability that both jobs Ji and Jj are still running after exactly t time units 
have been allocated to the two jobs is exactly G[i(t)] G[t - i(t)] =e-‘. We conclude 
that 
m 30 
E [Ptj] = s G[i(t)]G[t-i(t)]dt= s e-‘dt= 1. 0 0 
Thus, for any algorithm A, the expected total completion time can be computed as 
follows: 
E[Ca]= i E[xi]+ 1 ECP?jI=n+ 
i=l IQi<j<n 
Note that A’s total completion time could be greater if A ever idles the processor 
while unfinished jobs are available. 
For the optimal clairvoyant algorithm OPT, the pairwise delay of two jobs Ji and 
Jj can be computed as follows: 
Hence, by linearity of expectation, 
1 n 
E[CopT]= i E[xi]+ 1 E[Pc~‘jPr]=n+~ 2 . 
i=l lii<jCn 0 
Therefore, 
E CC,1 n+(“z) =2 
ECCopTldn+t(;) 
4 
nS3’ 
To see that this implies the lower bound for all randomized algorithms, consider 
a randomized algorithm B, which can be defined as a probability distribution on 
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deterministic algorithms A. Let the random variable I be drawn from the distribution 
on scheduling instances described above. We have 
EAICCAI >& 4 
EI C&m-l ’ n+3’ 
Therefore, 
&CEACc411>* 4 
E,CCOPTI ’ n+3’ 
so there must be some I for which 
6K41>2_ 4 
C 
/ 
OPT n+3 
and hence R,(n)32-4/(n + 3). Again, the same proof holds for the 
lower bound when the sum of the execution times term is ignored. 
2.4. Bounded job sizes 
idle-competitive 
0 
The lower bounds in the previous section use instances with arbitrarily large jobs. 
In some practical situations we might know in advance that the size of all jobs is 
within a specific range. Surprisingly, a nonclairvoyant scheduler cannot use this extra 
information to get a better performance ratio. Theorem 2.3 and a slightly weaker 
version of Theorem 2.8 still hold even when the job sizes are restricted to be within 
fixed bounds. 
Theorem 2.9. For static scheduling, any deterministic, nonclairvoyant algorithm A has 
R,(n) 3 2 - 2/(n + 1) and Ry” (n) 3 2, even when all jobs have length between 1 and 5. 
Proof. Let A be a deterministic nonclairvoyant algorithm, and let k be the maximum 
job size (k = 5 in the statement of the theorem, although we leave it variable for now). 
We run A on n jobs for t time units. Let ej equal the amount of time A spent executing 
job i. Define Xi as follows: 
ci+a if l<ei<k, 
xi= k 
i 
if e, = k, 
1 otherwise, 
with E arbitrarily small. The time t is chosen so that C , 4iGn e, = conk. The parameter 
a will be determined later. 
Note that the best case for A is when at most one job has O<ei< 1 (since if 
0 < ei < ej < 1, then modifying A so that the time spent on job i is moved to job j, until 
ei =0 or ej= 1, cannot increase the nonclairvoyant cost, and the clairvoyant cost 
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remains the same). Finally, we can assume that all the ei such that 1~ ei <k are equal 
(as this is the worst case for the clairvoyant scheduler, and does not affect A’s cost). 
To summarize, the n jobs are now partitioned into b jobs with ei = k, p - 1 jobs 
with ei=O, one job with ei=s (O<s<l), and n-b-p jobs with ei=h (l<h<k), 
bk + (n - b - p)h + E = ank. The nonclairvoyant total completion time for the jobs {xi} 
is minimized if the jobs with ei= k were executed first, and the jobs with ei=O are 
executed last. In this case the nonclairvoyant cost is 
c 
A 
=k W-b+ 1) 
2 
+h(n-b-p)(n-b)+y+(l-c)p 
,k b(2n-b+l) 
, 3 +k(rn-b)(n-b)+e, 
(4) 
(5) 
while the clairvoyant cost for the jobs {xi} is 
C 
_,b(b+l)+k 
OPT- ~ 
2 
(n-b-p)(n-p+b+l)+p(2n-p+l) 
2 2 (6) 
<k b@+ l)+k 
\ 
2 
(cv-b)(n-p+b+ l)+p(2n-p+ 1) 
2 2 (7) 
The inequality (5) follows from E< 1, while inequality (7) follows from ~20. Now 
consider the expression 
CA 2n 
C OPT ?I+l’ 
It is sufficient for our purposes 
this expression is nonnegative. 
to find values for k and c( so that for all legal b and p, 
Its sign is the sign of 
cd@, k 4 b, P) = (n + 1) CA - 2nCOPT. 
Substituting a=2/5, k= 5, we get 
g( 2/5,5, n, b, P) = 
(5b+5b2+bn+5b2n+2bn2+p-np-10bnp+p2+3np2) 
2-(n+ 1)p 
(8) 
Note that n 2 5b/2, so 
2g(2/5,5,n, b,p)>n(lOb’- 10bp+3p2-2~). (9) 
Minimizing this expression with respect to b gives n( -2p+p2/2), which is non- 
negative for integral values of p other than 1,2 and 3. Hence, we need only to check the 
cases p= 1,2, or 3. Substituting these values into the above equations (8) and (9) gives 
expressions which are positive at all integral values of b. 0 
Note that = 5 was chosen to make the above proof tractable; it is not the smallest 
possible value for which Theorem 2.9 holds. However, the technique used in the proof 
breaks down for k = 4. 
We can also show that when the maximum ratio between job sizes is bounded, no 
randomized algorithm can have a ratio much better than 2. 
Theorem 2.10. There is u,finctionf such that,fiw c >O, any randomized algorithm A has 
R,(n) 3 2 -c - o( 1) &en the maximum ,joh ratio is at most f(c). 
Proof. Assume that algorithm A has R,(n) < 2 -i: - o( 1) whenever the maximum job 
ratio is bounded. We show that this assumption implies the existence of an algorithm 
A’ for the unbounded case with a performance ratio better than 2 -4/(n+ 3) the lower 
bound from Theorem 2.8. Consider the distribution D on static scheduling instances 
considered there: n jobs are drawn independently from the exponential distribution. 
Define the distribution D’ by taking an instance from D, then rounding the jobs to fit 
into the interval [S, k]. 
Assume that the algorithm A has performance ratio better than 2-e+o(l) on D’. 
Consider the algorithm A’ which runs algorithm A assuming that all jobs have size at 
most k. then afterwards finishes all the jobs with size greater than k. Clearly 
where the last term is an overestimate of the contribution of the jobs larger than k to 
the total completion time. In addition, 
ED[CoPr]3ED,[CopT]-n*6(1 -em”). 
where the last term is an overestimate of the component of the completion time saved 
by OPT by not having jobs smaller than 6 rounded up to 6. Since E, [COPT] 3 n*/4, 
for large k and small 6 the performance ratio of A’ on D is at most 2 -6 + o( 1) for some 
constant c’. This contradicts Theorem 2.8. 0 
3. Static multiprocessor scheduling 
We now consider static scheduling for multiple identical processors. In practice, 
there may be communication costs associated with transferring a job from one 
processor to another, but we assume that any job can be assigned to any processor 
instantaneously. We define the performance ratio for a scheduling problem involving 
p processors as follows; the notion of competitiveness generalizes in the obvious 
manner. 
Definition 3.1. Let C,(p, J) denote the total completion time of an instance 
J when scheduled by the algorithm A on p processors. The performance ratio of 
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a nonclairvoyant algorithm for static scheduling is 
R,(p,n)= sup 
CA(P>J) 
J:~.I=n ‘&T(P> J)’ 
The results and algorithms from the static, deterministic, single processor model 
generalize to the static, deterministic, multiprocessor model. For example, 
McNaughton’s [19] results imply that OPT still obeys the SPT rule of Conway et al. 
[6]; this rule is to assign the jobs in order of nondecreasing processing time to the 
earliest available processor. We prove that RR still is the best possible deterministic, 
nonclairvoyant algorithm for multiprocessor scheduling. Observe that the perfor- 
mance ratio we derive is identical to the single processor case when p = 1. We will 
assume that n>p, since otherwise RR and OPT are identical. 
Theorem 3.2. For all 1 dp d n, the RR algorithm for static scheduling on p processors is 
(2 - 2p/(n + p))-competitive and 2-idle-competitice. 
Proof. We start by defining a partition of the jobs in J into groups of consecutive jobs. 
Note that the jobs are now being numbered in the order of nonincreasing processing 
times. 
Definition 3.3. Let J be any instance of size n with the execution times of the jobs 
being such that x1 2x23 ... 3x,. For 1 d k<r n/p 1, define the group G(k) of jobs to 
be 
G(k)={Ji((k-l)p<i<kp}. 
All groups, except possibly the last one, consist of p consecutive jobs. 
We claim the following for the nonpreemptive schedule produced by OPT- the set 
of p jobs which are the kth last jobs to be scheduled on the p processors is exactly the 
set of jobs in G(k). In particular, the set G(1) consists of the last job to be scheduled on 
each of the p processors. To verify this, number the processors from 1 through p, in the 
order in which OPTfirst assigns a job to them. An easy inductive argument shows that 
the SPT algorithm cycles through the processors in this order, giving each the smallest 
length job currently unscheduled. 
A job in group G(k) has exactly k- 1 jobs scheduled after it on its processor. Thus, it 
contributes to the completion time of exactly k jobs. We obtain the following 
expression for the total completion time of the algorithm OPT. 
r 4~ i 
COPT(P,J)= 1 C kxi. 
k= 1 J,EG(k) 
Consider now the total completion time of RR. Let ci denote the completion time of 
the ith largest job. 
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Lemma 3.4. For the RR algorithm, ci=ci+1+(i/p)(xi_xi+,) jar i>p while 
Ci=C,+l+Xi-X,+* for i<p. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. For i>p, at the time of completion of the job Ji+ 1, all 
i remaining jobs have received exactly xi + 1 p recessing. By the time Ji completes, each 
of the i jobs J1 ...Ji has received an additional Xi-x. ,+ 1 processing time which means 
a total of i(xi-xi+l) work is done between time ci+ 1 and time ci. Since there are 
p processors, this work can be done in (i/p)(xi-xi+ 1) time and the claim follows. 
Similar arguments show that for i<p, Ci=Cp+ 1 +Xi-Xp+ 1. 0 
Eliminating the recurrence, we get for i 3 p, 
1 n 
Ci=~Xi+- C Xj 
P j=i+l 
and for i<p, 
Ci=Xi+’ f, Xj. 
Pj=p+l 
A simple calculation now establishes the following expression for the total comple- 
tion time of RR. 
CRR(p,J)= f xi+ i YX‘. 
i=l i=p+ 1 
We claim that the ratio of CRR to CopT is maximized when all the jobs in the same 
group have the same processing times. To justify this, observe that for OPT, the 
coefficient of Xi’s contribution to the total completion time is determined solely by its 
group index. On the other hand, for RR, the coefficient is smaller for the longer jobs 
within a specific group. Thus, reducing value of each xi to be the same as the smallest 
processing time of any job in its group can only increase the ratio. By a similar 
argument, it can be seen that the worst-case ratio is achieved when n is a multiple of p. 
Assume now that each group contains exactly p jobs of the same length. Let 
y, denote the (common) processing time requirement of any job in the group G(k). 
Then, a simple calculation shows that 
“.‘P 
C OPT= 1 pb,> 
k=l 
n/P 
Cm= 1 P@-l)Yk. 
k=l 
Once again, the ratio is maximized when all the y, are equal, implying that the ratio 
is exactly 2 - 2p/(n + p). The idle-competitive ratio can also be derived from the above 
expressions. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 0 
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A generalization of the lower bound argument for single processor scheduling now 
shows that RR is the optimal nonclairvoyant algorithm. 
Theorem 3.5. For static scheduling on p processors, any deterministic, nonclairvoyant 
algorithm A has R,(p, n)32-2p/(n+p) and RyLe(p, n)>2. 
Proof. As before, we use an adversary strategy. Fix any deterministic, nonclairvoyant 
algorithm A, and let it run for one time unit, ensuring that no job completes during 
that time. Let ci denote the amount of processing received by job i, and make xi = e, + E 
for an arbitrarily small E. Clearly, the total completion time for A is IZ, since all jobs 
finish immediately after time 1. 
The total completion time for the optimal clairvoyant algorithm is 
rnipi 
COPT(P,J)= 1 1 kxi. 
k= 1 J,eG(k) 
This expression is maximized, subject to the constraint that all ei 20 and xi ei =p, 
when the value of each ei is equal to p/n. In that case, the competitive ratio of A is 
exactly 2 - 2p/(n +p). A similar argument yields the bound on the idle-competitive 
ratio. 0 
4. Minimizing preemptions 
In this section, we study algorithms which minimize both the waiting time of a job 
and the number of preemptions performed on a job. Until now, we have ignored the 
cost of performing preemptions. This is a valid abstraction for many applications 
because modern operating systems can perform a “context switch” in negligible time. 
However, for some applications, the cost of a preemption is noticeable. For example, 
when a job has been preempted, the contents of the cache are not restored when it 
resumes execution. For many computationally intensive jobs, the time required to 
rebuild the cache is significant. Until the cache is rebuilt, the execution of the job can 
be slowed significantly. 
The fundamental question we study in this section is: What is the trade-off between 
the performance ratio of an algorithm and the number of preemptions performed by 
the algorithm? We first define how we measure how many preemptions an algorithm 
performs. We establish a minimum number of preemptions p that any competitive 
algorithm must perform on a given job in the worst case. We then observe that while 
RR is optimal with respect to waiting time, it may perform O(2p) preemptions on 
some jobs. Finally, we introduce the class of geometric algorithms. Each member of 
this family of algorithms has constant performance ratio and performs at most O(p) 
preemptions on any job. 
This is particularly interesting because the family of geometric algorithms is 
closely related to a commonly used scheduling strategy, MLAF [7,8,11,21,27]. 
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Although we do not consider some issues (such as the difference between I/O bound 
and computationally intensive jobs) relevant to the efficiency of MLAF, when a set of 
computationally intensive jobs is released simultaneously, MLAF reduces to a mem- 
ber of the geometric algorithm family. This helps explain why MLAF performs so well 
in practice [S, 1 I]. 
4.1. Measuring the number of preemptions 
Earlier, we assumed that the smallest job was much larger than the quantum of time 
assigned to any job during any preemptive schedule. We now assume that the smallest 
job is at least as large as the smallest quantum of time assigned to any job during 
a preemptive schedule and define this minimum job size to be 1. 
We measure the number of preemptions performed by an algorithm as a function of 
the length of a job. For an algorithm A, a job length x, and a problem instance J, we 
define PM:(x) to be the maximum number of preemptions A performs on any of job 
of length x in J. If J contains no jobs of length x, PM:(x)=O. We then define 
PM,(x) = sup PA&x). 
4.2. Number qfpreemptions t~ersus pecformunce ratio 
The following theorem shows that no algorithm that performs a sublogarithmic 
number of preemptions can have a constant performance ratio. 
Theorem 4.1. For any deterministic, nonclairuoyant algorithm A, if PM,(x) = o(log x), 
then RA(n)=R(n). 
Proof. Fix any deterministic, nonclairvoyant scheduling strategy A for which 
PMA(x)=o(logx). We will show that there exists an input instance J’ with one long 
job and n- 1 much shorter jobs where A finishes the long job before any of the short 
jobs. Suppose the long job is 13 n2 times as long as the second longest job which has 
length p. Rename the jobs so that xi <x2 < ... <x,,. C,(J’)anlp since the long job 
finishes before any of shorter jobs. Note we are only considering the running time of 
the long job and the amount of time it delays each of the shorter jobs. 
cOPT(J’)= i xi+ C P;fj. 
i=l I <l<j<n 
This quantity is maximized if we assume each short job has length p. With this 
assumption, 
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The inequality holds due to the assumption that 1 an’. Therefore, 
R,(n) 3 
C,(J') nip n 
p>--_-_. 
COPTV’) 2/P 2 
We will construct J’ by first describing an instance J and showing that J can be 
modified into J’. Fix the number of jobs in J to be n. Choose m so that m1”‘a2n2. 
Since PM,(x)=o(logx), log,,, x>PM,(x) for all x2x0 for some value of x0. This 
means that if some job Ji runs for x > x0 time, the number of preemptions A performs 
on Ji is at most log,x. 
Define J to be n jobs each of length x0. Execute the schedule produced by A on 
J until time t when the first job terminates. Since PM,(x) is monotonic, we can bound 
the number of times each job has been preempted by log,,, x0. Therefore, at time t, the 
total number of times all jobs have been preempted is at most n log, x0 d log2”z x0. 
Hence, there is some time t’ (t’ d t) when a job preemption occurs at least 2nZ times as 
late as all previous job preemptions. Thus, at time t’, some job has been executed for at 
least n2 times as much time as the second largest job. 
We create the modified instance J’ as follows. Let ei be the amount of execution time 
each job Ji has received before time t’. The job Ji that received the most execution time 
will be defined to have a running time of exactly ei. All the other jobs Ji are defined to 
have running times xi = ei + E with E arbitrarily small. Thus, we have created an input 
instance J’ where the performance ratio is at least n/2. 0 
Now consider the RR algorithm which has an optimal performance ratio. 
Lemma 4.2. PMRR(x) = Q(X). 
Proof. On an instance with 2 jobs of size x, the number of preemptions performed by 
RR increases linearly with the job length x. 0 
We can modify RR to reduce the number of preemptions performed by increasing 
the time slice offered to each job in each successive round. If we increase the time slice 
in each round by a constant additive factor (i.e. increasing the time slice by 1 unit each 
round), this only reduces the number of preemptions performed on a job from n(x) to 
n(A). However, if we increase the time slice in each round by a constant multiplica- 
tive factor (e.g. doubling the time slice each round), this reduces the number of 
preemptions performed on a job from Q(x) to O(log x), the best we can hope for in any 
competitive algorithm. We call any algorithm which increases the time slice in each 
round by a multiplicative factor a geometric algorithm. 
4.3. Deterministic geometric algorithms 
We first study the kind of geometric algorithms which are used in practice - determinis- 
tic geometric algorithms. For any r > 1, the geometric algorithm G, is defined as follows. 
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Definition 4.3. G, works in rounds. In the kth round (k > 0), G, cycles through the jobs 
giving each job a time slice of tk units of processing time. The sum of time slices until 
the end of the kth round is rk. If a job completes within a time slice, G, immediately 
moves on to the next job. 
Note that the time slices satisfy t, = 1, t 1 = r - 1, and tk = rtk _ 1 for k > 1. 
RR and RTC fit naturally around the family of geometric algorithms G, with RR 
corresponding to G, and RTC corresponding to G,. 
Theorem 4.4. PM,,.(x) = O(log, x). 
Proof. Since the time slice each job receives is multiplied by a factor of r each round, 
a job length x will be preempted at most rloglxl times. 0 
Theorem 4.5. For anyjxed ratio r > 1, R 2:’ (n) = (1 + r). Therefore, G, is (1 + r)-competi- 
tive. 
Proof. We consider only the pairwise delay component of total completion time. 
Consider the pair of jobs Ji and Jj with .Xi<.Xj. Since G, never spends more than rxi 
time executing job Jj before finishing job Ji, we have P$ <( 1 + r)xi = (1 + r)min {xi, 
xi) =(l +r)P~~T. It follows that Rgi’(n)<(l +r). 
To see that this upper bound is tight, consider the instance where the y1 job sizes are 
1 + c, r + E, r2 + 6, . . . , r’- ’ + t: with c arbitrarily small. If, in each round, G, executes the 
remaining jobs in nonincreasing order of execution time, the pairwise delay for each pair 
ofjobs Ji and Jj, xi < xi, will be (1 + r)xi whereas for OPT the pairwise delay will only be 
xi. The upper bound on the performance ratio of G, follows from Fact 1.4. n 
The upper bound on the performance ratio may not be tight because we have 
ignored the sum of execution times term in the total completion time. In the example 
given in the proof, the sum of the execution times is significant when compared to the 
pairwise delays. To find a good lower bound on the performance ratio, we need to find 
an instance which maximizes the pairwise delays between jobs of different sizes 
relative to the pairwise delays between jobs of roughly equal size while keeping the 
sum of the execution times insignificant. 
The instances we have found that provide the best lower bound for RG7((n) are the 
following: 
Definition 4.6. Choose me k with both m and k very large. Let Jj,, to be m/s' jobs of 
size r’+e. Define Jr,,= u:Li Jj.,. 
We can prove that G, is asymptotically @(&)-competitive on Jr,, f and that Jr,, F is 
the worst example for G, within the class J,.,. 
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Theorem 4.7. For any ratio r> 1, lim,,, RGr(JI,;,)=2$, so lim,,, RG,(n)32&. 
Proof. We can break OPT’s total completion time for Jr,“,: into three components: 
JE, the sum of the execution times of the jobs; PS, the pairwise delays of jobs in the 
same group; and, PD, the pairwise contributions of jobs in different groups. These 
terms, ignoring E, can be expressed as follows: 
km2 m2JF 
4-l r+l-24 
+ 0(m2). 
The dominant terms for large k, large m, and m B rk are the km’/2 term of PS and the 
km2/(J- 1) term of PD. This means that the total completion time for J,,J; asymp- 
totically is km2( l/(4 - 1) + l/2)). Similarly, we can break down G,‘s total completion 
time into the same three components where its JE component equals OPT’s JE 
component, its PS component is twice the PS component of OPT, and its PD 
component is (1 +r) times the PD component of OPT. The same two terms of the PS 
and PD components will be dominant for G, which means the total completion time 
for G, will asymptotically be km2 ((r + l)/($ - 1) + 1). Thus, the performance ratio of 
G, on this instance is asymptotically 2$, so lim,,, RcV(n)>2$. 0 
The following theorem shows that the choice s=$ is optimal in the above 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. CGr(J,,s)/CoPT(JI,s) is maximized by choosing s=&. 
Proof. Break down the total completion time of OPT and G, into the three compon- 
ents JE, PS, and PD. We first show that C,7(J,,s)/CoPT(JI,s) is maximized when 
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PD/PS is maximized. Then we will show that PD/PS is maximized at S=J$ when 
s 3 4. Finally, we will show that PD/PS is maximized at s = $ when s<J?. 
When s#J?, JE is insignificant for both OPT and G, if we choose m and k large 
enough. The dominant term of the PD component for OPT is 
m2 (r/.~2)k- 1 m2 (r/~‘)~ 
s - 1 r/s2 - 1 s - I s Yja ’ 
while the dominant term of the PS component for OPT is 
m2 (r/~~)~ - 1 
2 rlS-1 
Since the PD term for G, equals the PD term for OPT multiplied by 1 + r whereas the 
PS term for G, equals the PS term for OPT multiplied by 2, C,r(J,,,)/Co,,(J,,,) is 
maximized by the choice of s which maximizes PDIPS. 
If we ignore the negative half of the PD term, PD/PS = 2/(s- 1) which is strictly 
decreasing for s > 1. Furthermore, for s = fi, PD/PS = 2/(& - l)= 2/(s - 1). There- 
fore, PDIPS is maximized by some sd$. 
For SC ,,& and large k, simplify the PS and PD expressions by ignoring the - 1 
terms from the numerators of both expressions. PD/PS now reduces to 2s/(v-s) 
which is strictly increasing between 1 and ,,I$, and for s=$, PD/PS= 
2/(4 - 1) = 2&r - J?, = 2s Y s Therefore, PD/PS is maximized when s =$ ./( - ). 
which means C,F(J,,,)/Cop,(J,.,) is maximized when s=~G. 7 
4.4. Randomized geometric algorithms 
We now describe a version of the geometric algorithm where the initial time slice is 
randomly chosen. This randomization avoids the worst-case behavior of G, which is 
achieved by having the job’s execution times synchronized with the time allocated to 
them during the various rounds. We feel the analysis of this algorithm provides real 
insight into why MLAF works well in practice as it accurately models real life 
situations where there is not an aggressive adversary choosing job lengths synchro- 
nized with the machine’s quantum. 
Definition 4.9. For any Y> 1, the randomized geometric algorithm RG, works in 
rounds, giving each uncompleted job an equal time slice. The jobs are randomly 
permuted once, and this ordering is used in each round. The time slice of each round is 
determined as follows; choose a value t using some probability distribution on [l, r]. 
Round 0: Each job gets t/(r- 1) time units. 
Round i: Each job gets tr’-’ time units (i> 1). 
Round 0 exists only to simplify analysis by insuring that the sum of the lengths of 
rounds 0, . . . , i is (t/(r- 1))r’ for each i30. We assume that each job has an execution 
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time of at least l/(r- 1) time units (resealing the minimum job size from 1 to l/(r - 1) 
for convenience). 
We need to specify the distribution used to choose t. The following lemma shows 
that there is a unique choice of a best possible distribution. 
Lemma 4.10. For the algorithm RG,, let m(x, y) denote the supremum over job lengths 
x and y of E[P,,,]/min{x, y}. Then m(x, y) is minimized by the choice qf the probability 
distribution given by the density function f (t) = l/(t log r). 
Proof. Let the distribution on t be given by an arbitrary cumulative distribution 
function G on [l, r]. Assume that G is differentiable, with corresponding density 
function g. This is not a restrictive assumption since any probability distribution on an 
interval can be approximated arbitrarily well by a differentiable distribution function. 
The maximum of E [Px,y]/min {x, y} must clearly be attained for some pair {x, y}, 
the ratio of whose lengths is r. Without loss of generality, assume that the two jobs 
x and y have execution times ra/(r - 1) and r’Cc/(r - 1) for some 3 satisfying 1 da < r. 
Let Xi be the random variable whose value is the position in [cqrsr) of the end of 
a time slice. (Exactly one round (either round 1 or round 2) has a time slice that ends in 
this interval.) Because of the random ordering of the jobs, the delay (Definition 2.1) 
DRGr = $ (X,” + (1 /r) X,“). Therefore, Y-X 
Ecpx.yl=~ +; l+$ E[X,“], 
( 1 
so we have 
ECPx,yl 
min {x, Y} (10) 
To find the supremum of this quantity we need to find the supremum of E[X,“]/cr. In 
fact, it can be easily verified that for the function f defined in the statement of the 
lemma, E[XT]/c( is independent of c(. Hence, to show that 
sup E [X;] /a 3 sup E [XT] /z, 
we only need to show that for some CI, E [Xi] > E [XJ]. The rest of the proof is 
devoted to this aim. 
Note that 
=j; ig(i)dt+J: rug(u) du (putting u = t/r) 
s 
* 
s 
OL 
= tg(t)dt+(r- 1) tg(t)dt. 
1 1 
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Consider the function h(t)=g(t)--f(t). Define q(a)=(r- l)/r(E[X,“] -E[XT]), and 
define C(B) =Jf th(t) dt. We have 
q(a)=C(r)+(r- l)C(a) 
and we need to show that for some CIE[~,~], q(cc)>O. 
Assume that C(r) < 0, otherwise we are done. We will further assume that there are 
a finite number of regions (II, rl), . , (Ik, rk), with the Ii strictly increasing, inside which 
h is nonzero. By uniform continuity we can suitably approximate h by such a function. 
Suppose that h is negative inside some (li, ri) and positive inside (li+ 1, ri + 1 ). We can 
change g by moving probability from the interval (li+ 1, ri+ 1) to the interval (li, ri) until 
h is zero in one of the two intervals. Clearly C,,(r) has decreased. Also, because C,,(a) 
must be maximized at rj for some interval (lj, rj) on which h is positive, and we did not 
move probability across any such points, it is also true that max,C(cc) has also 
decreased. Hence, max, q(r) has decreased. 
We can continue this process so long as there are a pair of consecutive intervals 
such that h is negative in the leftmost of the two and positive in the right interval. 
Thus, we will end up with a situation in which there exists a point CY such that h is 
nonnegative to the left of c(, and nonpositive to the right. Because jl h(t)dt=O, it is 
easy to see that C(cc)3( - l/(r- l))C(r) as required. 0 
The next theorem determines the idle-performance ratio of this “best possible” 
randomized geometric algorithm. 
Theorem 4.11. For uny r > 1, the randomized algorithm RG, using the density function 
f(t) = l/t log r has performunce rutio 
c(r)= 1 +(r+ lb- 1) 
2rlogr ’ 
and for no other distribution does RG, have a lower idle-performance ratio. 
Proof. The value of c(r) is obtained by calculating E[X;] in (10). It follows from the 
definition of P_ that using the density functionf; RG, is c(r)-idle-competitive. For any 
other distribution, fix a pair (x,y) of job lengths that maximizes E[P,,,]/min{x, yj. 
Then by Lemma 4.10, RG, is at least c(r)-idle-competitive when given the jobs 
x,y. 0 
Notice that there is a trade-off between performance ratio and the number of 
preemptions. As r increases, the performance ratio increases but the number of 
preemptions decreases. Notice also that for small values of r,c(r) is close to the 
optimal value of 2 (see Theorem 2.8). For instance, when r = 2, c(r) = 2.08. 
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5. Dynamic scheduling 
We now turn our attention to the problem of dynamic nonclairvoyant scheduling. 
The n jobs can be released at arbitrary times, and the nonclairvoyant algorithm is not 
aware of the existence of a job until it is released. The measure of performance for the 
dynamic situation is the average waiting time of the jobs (note that this is no longer 
the same as the average completion time). The dynamic scheduling problem can 
model the practical situation where jobs can be interrupted for I/O. In our context, 
I/O interrupts merely divide a job into a set of smaller jobs with varying release times. 
Clearly, the static model we explored in the previous sections is a special case of the 
dynamic model. It is reasonable to hope that the algorithms which work well in the 
static model will carry over with little or no loss of competitiveness. Unfortunately, 
any deterministic nonclairvoyant algorithm must perform very poorly when com- 
pared to the optimal clairvoyant algorithm. The situation may be better for random- 
ized nonclairvoyant algorithms, but it is still not possible to be competitive. These 
facts (and their proof) show that clairvoyance can make a very large difference for 
a scheduler trying to keep a system responsive under heavy loads. 
The clairvoyant algorithm OPT obeys the following generalization of Smith’s rule 
[14]: the job being executed at any time is the one which requires the smallest amount of 
processing to complete. Note that OPT requires no knowledge about future jobs. 
We now show that the nonclairvoyant algorithms of the previous sections are no 
longer competitive in this more general setting. We start with RR; in the dynamic 
setting, RR ensures that during any time interval where there are no completions or 
releases, each active job receives an equal share of the processing time. 
Theorem 5.1. For the dynamic scheduling problem of size n, RR has performance ratio 
R(n/log n). 
Proof. Let Hk denote the kth harmonic number. Consider the set of n jobs with the 
following release and execution times. 
l At time 0, two jobs of length 1 are released. 
l For 1 d kdn-2, at time Hk, a job of length l/(k+ 1) is released. 
First consider the performance of OPT on this instance. OPT sets aside one of the 
first two jobs and schedules the remaining jobs in a nonpreemptive manner. In other 
words, each job (except the one set aside) is scheduled as soon as it is released and 
finishes just as the next job is released. Finally, the initially set aside job is scheduled. 
This one job has waiting time 1 +H,_ 1 while every other job has waiting time equal to 
its length. Therefore, the total waiting time for the n jobs is 2H,_1 + 1. 
Round Robin, on the other hand, does not complete any job until time H,_ 1 + 1. To 
see this, observe that when the job of size l/k enters the system, the k jobs that have 
already been released require exactly the same amount of processing time, i.e. l/k, to 
complete. A straightforward calculation shows that RR has a total waiting time of 
2n + H,_ 1 - 1. Thus, the performance ratio of RR on this instance is R(n/log n). 0 
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While RR has a very large performance ratio (no algorithm which does not idle the 
processor can have a performance ratio worse than n), the following theorem shows 
that every deterministic, nonclairvoyant algorithm has a large performance ratio. 
Theorem 5.2. For the dynamic scheduling problem qf size n, any deterministic nonclair- 
troyant algorithm has performance ratio C2(n1j3). 
Proof. We present an adversary strategy which works in two stages. At time 0, the 
adversary releases k jobs and lets the algorithm A schedule them for k time units. The 
adversary ensures that the length of each job is large enough so that no job is 
completed during that period. Let e, be the amount of processing time allocated to job 
i during the first k time units. Without loss of generality, assume that the jobs are 
ordered so that ei 3 ej if i <j; clearly, e, 3 1. The adversary now chooses the execution 
times of the k jobs such that Xi= ei+ l/(k- 1). Observe that by this time OPT would 
have completed all these jobs except the largest one, viz. job 1 while the algorithm 
A has completed no jobs, and each job requires l/(k- 1) time units of processing to 
complete. 
After the first k time units, the adversary releases a job of length l/(k- 1) every 
l/(k- 1) time units apart for a total of k2 time units. A total k3 - k2 jobs are released in 
this phase. It is clear that for both algorithms OPT and A the best possible strategy is 
to immediately run to completion each job that is released during this second phase. 
Finally, both algorithms will finish off all the remaining jobs from the first phase. 
During the first phase, the waiting time for both algorithms is 0(k2) because there 
are only k jobs around for k time. For the algorithm A, k + 1 jobs are present in the 
system at any time during the second phase while OPT only has two unfinished jobs at 
any time during the second phase. Thus, OPT has total waiting time O(k2), while the 
algorithm A has total waiting time sZ(k3). This implies a lower bound of R(k) on the 
performance ratio of A. Since n = k” - k’+ k < k3, k > n1:3 completing the proof. C 
The assumption that A is deterministic is crucial to the above proof. The adversary 
must decide upon the lengths of the jobs after observing the amount of processing 
received by each job. While we hold out hope for defeating such an adversary and 
obtaining a reasonably small performance ratio by the use of randomness, the 
following theorem shows that even randomized algorithms cannot be competitive. 
Theorem 5.3. For the dynamic scheduling problem qf size n, any (randomized or 
deterministic) nonclairvoyant algorithm has peyformance ratio !2(log n). 
Proof. We use Yao’s technique (see Theorem 2.8) and prove a lower bound on the 
performance ratio of deterministic algorithms on a dynamic scheduling instance 
drawn from a probability distribution. 
Fix a nonidling nonclairvoyant scheduling strategy. The jobs are released in two 
phases. In the first phase, at time 0, k jobs are released whose sizes are independently 
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drawn from the exponential distribution with mean 1 (if X is a random variable 
denoting the size of a job, then for c 20, Pr [X > c] = e-‘). The scheduling algorithm is 
then allowed to run for time k-2k3j4. 
Let N, be the expected number of jobs that are completed in r time units during the 
first phase. If the initial pool of jobs is infinite, then regardless of the scheduling 
strategy, N, is Poisson with mean t. Therefore, the variance V(N,)= t, so with 
probability 1 -0(k-“2), N,<t+t 3/4 . Hence, with a finite pool of k jobs, if t = k - 2k314 
then with probability 1 - 0(k-‘12), k-N, > k 3/4. With probability 1 - O(k- ‘), at least 
a 1/2e fraction of the remaining jobs at time t = k - 2k 3’4 have remaining size at least 
1 (since each remaining job has probability l/e of having remaining size at least 1). 
Hence, with high probability, at the end of the first stage, the nonclairvoyant 
algorithm has remaining Cl(k314) jobs of size at least 1. 
The second phase consists of releasing a job of size 1 at each time unit, for a total of 
k* time units. Clearly the nonclairvoyant algorithm should execute these jobs before 
the large jobs it has remaining from the first phase, for a expected total waiting time 
of Q(k2.75). 
Consider now the clairvoyant algorithm: during the first phase it sets aside any job 
whose execution time is greater than b. It chooses b to be maximal such that all 
shorter jobs are finished within the first phase. We claim that with the high probabil- 
ity, b 2 log k/4. We make use of the Chernoff bound [4] on tails of the binomial 
distribution, i.e. for 0 <E < 1, if Sk, p is number of successes in k independent Bernoulli 
trials each having success probability p, 
Substituting p=eeb, b=(log k)/4, E=+ in this bound gives us that with probability 
1-0(1/k), there are at least k314/2 jobs of size at least b released in the first phase. 
A variance argument shows that with probability 1 - O(k- ‘12), the total size of the set 
of all k jobs is at most k + k314. Hence, the clairvoyant scheduler can set aside k314/b 
jobs of size at least b, and finish all other jobs in the first phase. 
Thus, after the first phase, with high probability the clairvoyant algorithm has only 
0(k3j4/log k) jobs remaining. It executes the second phase jobs as they arrive, and 
lastly schedules the set-aside jobs. The expected total waiting time of the clairvoyant 
algorithm is O(k*.“/log k). Since n = k2 + k, the performance ratio of the nonclair- 
voyant algorithm is R(logn). 0 
The above lower bounds use collections ofjobs where the ratio between the shortest 
and longest job is unbounded. The following theorems give tight bounds when the 
ratio between the smallest and largest job is bounded by k, for some constant k. These 
theorems should be contrasted with Theorem 2.9 where it is shown that knowledge of 
a small bound on the job sizes does not improve the competitive ratio of deterministic, 
nonclairvoyant algorithms for static scheduling. 
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Theorem 5.4. No deterministic, nonclairvoyant algorithm has performance ratio 
bounded away from k when the maximum ratio is k. 
Proof. We present a two-stage adversary strategy. At time 0, the adversary releases 
m(k + 1) jobs and lets the algorithm A schedule these jobs until m jobs have received at 
least k - 1 units of processing time. Call this time S. If at any time before s one of these 
m jobs is processed for k time units, it is finished. Let ei be the amount of processing 
time job i has received before time S. Define xi= max {k, ei + I]. The shortest jobs left 
at time s for A are the m jobs that have received at least k - 1 units of processing time, 
so assume that A does the optimal thing and immediately finishes these m jobs, say by 
time t. A still has mk jobs left of size 1. OPT, on the other hand, by not giving any of 
these m longest jobs any processing time before time t would have finished all the 
shorter jobs leaving only these m jobs of length k at time t. 
After time t, the adversary releases a job of length 1 every time unit for a time period 
of mk4 time units resulting in the release of mk4 further jobs. It is clear that the best 
possible strategy for both algorithms is to run to completion each job that is released 
during this second phase. Finally, both algorithms will finish off all the remaining jobs 
from the first phase. 
To calculate the total waiting time of each algorithm, notice that for both algo- 
rithms, the waiting time during the second phase dominates the waiting time of the 
other phases. For the algorithm A, mk+ 1 jobs are present in the system during the 
second phase while for OPT, only m+ 1 jobs are present in the system. This leads to 
a waiting time of m2k5 (1 + o( 1)) for A while OPT has a waiting time of m2 k4( 1 + o( 1)) 
which gives us the desired ratio of k. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Run-to-completion is k-competitive ifthe largest job is at most k times as 
large as the smallest job. 
Proof. At any time, OPT and RTC have spent the same total time processing the set 
ofjobs. In addition, RTC never sets aside a job that has received some processing time. 
Hence, at any time, RTC has no more than k times as many jobs as OPT that are not 
currently being processed. Note that the total waiting time is the sum of the job 
execution times plus the integral over time of the number of jobs not currently being 
processed. Therefore, RTC is k-competitive. 0 
6. Scheduling dependent jobs 
We now consider scheduling jobs on multiple machines when there is some 
dependence between the jobs. Any multiprocessor system will have certain resources 
which can only be made available to one job at a time. Two jobs which demand such 
a resource are constrained to have nonoverlapping executions. Any scheduler for such 
a system must guarantee two properties: (1) safety: no two conflicting jobs may be 
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executed simultaneously; and, (2) liueness: there is progress being made on complet- 
ing the jobs. This problem has been abstracted into the well-known dining philo- 
sophers and drinking philosophers problems [3,9,17,22]. Several interesting algo- 
rithms have been devised [l, 3,17,18,26] to solve such problems in an “online” 
setting. Typically, the goal is to minimize the response time for a job in terms of the 
parameters of the job set. 
We have obtained some preliminary results in the following model. An instance of 
the distributed scheduling problem is a graph where the vertices represent jobs, and two 
vertices are adjacent when the corresponding jobs are in conflict. The processing 
environment consists of an infinite number of processors, in which each job has an 
execution time and a release time, and a centralized scheduler assigns jobs to 
processors. A clairvoyant scheduler has complete knowledge of the jobs which will 
appear in the future including their conflict relations, execution times and release 
times. A nonclairvoyant scheduler has the complete information only about the jobs 
which have already been released, in particular it knows the conflict relations between 
the currently available jobs. 
To focus on the issue of clairvoyance, we assume that the number of processors is 
infinite. Having a bounded number of processors can only make the nonclairvoyant 
algorithms more competitive. Unfortunately, our results apply only to the makespan 
measure of performance, in which the goal of a scheduler is to minimize the time until 
all the jobs have been completed. 
In the uniform distributed scheduling problem each job has unit execution time, and 
jobs are released at integral times. We start by considering this special case which is 
closely related to the problem of online coloring of graphs [ 16,291. For this problem, 
the optimal nonclairvoyant algorithm, even with randomization, has a performance 
ratio asymptotic to 2. An algorithm that achieves this bound is the CHROMATIC 
algorithm. 
Theorem 6.1. For the uniform distributed scheduling problem, the performance ratio of 
any deterministic, nonclairvoyant algorithm is at least 2 - 2/(n + 1). 
Proof. Let A be any nonclairvoyant algorithm, and consider the following adversary 
strategy. At time 0, the adversary releases m jobs J,, . . ,J, such that their conflict 
graph forms a clique. Then, for 1~ t < m - 1, exactly one job J: is released at time t. 
The adversary arranges the conflict relations of these new jobs so as to guarantee the 
following invariant. The clique inoariant asserts that at all times 0~ t <m- 1, the 
collection of jobs available to algorithm A have a conflict graph which is a clique. 
Given this invariant, the algorithm can execute exactly one job during each time 
interval [t, t + 11. We assume that the algorithm always executes at least one job at 
each time instant, otherwise the adversary argument can be easily adapted to make 
A’s performance even worse. 
We now show how the clique invariant can be maintained. Consider any optimal 
vertex coloring of the entire task graph. The adversary assigns conflict edges to J: in 
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such a way that it is adjacent to all the vertices except those in the color class of the job 
executed by A during the time interval [t- 1, t]. Thus, the overall graph has chromatic 
number m. A simple induction argument establishes that at all times, the algorithm 
A has exactly one job from each of the rn color classes, and these jobs form a clique. 
We conclude that the total time required by the algorithm A is exactly 2m- 1, since 
a clique must be scheduled starting at time m- 1. On the other hand, a clairvoyant 
algorithm can do much better. Let us call a color class as a level t color of class if the 
largest release time of a job in that class is t. It is easy to verify that for all t <m- 1, 
there are at least t + 1 color classes of level at most t. The clairvoyant algorithm orders 
the color classes by increasing levels (breaking ties arbitrarily), and executes an entire 
color class at a time in that order. Clearly, it always executes an entire color class at 
a time, without ever being idle. Thus, it has a makespan of m. Since n = 2m - 1, we have 
the desired result. 0 
We now show how this argument can be extended to allow for randomized 
schedulers. 
Theorem 6.2. For unijorm distributed scheduling, no randomized nonclairvoyunt algo- 
rithm is c-competitille ,f& uny constunt c < 2. 
Proof. Now the adversary is not allowed to use the random choices made by the 
randomized algorithm A to determine the input instance. This precludes the trick of 
ensuring that the jobs J: get the same color as the job executed in the time interval 
[t- 1, t]. Instead, the adversary “guesses” the color of the job executed in the previous 
time interval by randomly choosing one of the m colors with the uniform distribution. 
Clearly, if it makes the right choice at each of the w- 1 release times, we obtain the 
desired lower bound. The probability that it always makes the right choice is exactly 
1 / ‘m’“- ‘. We can boost this probability by using O(m*) independent task graphs which 
are provided concurrently. With high probability, on at least one of these task graphs 
the algorithm A will attain the competitive ratio of 2 -2/m. Since n = O(mm), we have 
the desired lower bound. 0 
We now show that there exists a clairvoyant algorithm which achieves the competi- 
tive ratio of 2. We refer to this algorithm as the CHROMATZC algorithm - at each 
time step it optimally colors the vertices of the residual task graph and schedules any 
one color class in parallel. Note that this algorithm is not computationally efficient, 
since coloring is NP-hard. 
Theorem 6.3. The CHROMATIC ulyorithm is 2-competitke jtir the uniform distributed 
scheduling problem. 
Proof. Suppose that the last job to be released is released at time T. Let the chromatic 
number of the task graph be 1. Then, regardless of the jobs scheduled before time T, 
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the residual graph at time T has chromatic number at most x. It follows that the 
makespan of the CHROMATIC algorithm is at most T+x. On the other hand, the 
optimal clairvoyant algorithm cannot finish all the jobs before time T+ 1. Moreover, 
the chromatic number of the entire task graph is a lower bound on the number of time 
units needed by OPT. Thus, we have that 
c CHROMATIC=T+X~(COPT-~)+COPT~ 
Consider now the general distributed scheduling problem where the jobs are 
allowed to have arbitrary execution and release times. The algorithm we analyze is 
a generalization of the CHROMATIC algorithm and is referred to as the GREEDY 
algorithm. At any time when no job is currently being executed, the GREEDY 
algorithm considers the residual job graph and initiates the execution of those jobs 
which would have been executed first by an optimal algorithm. 
Theorem 6.4. The GREEDY algorithm is 3-competitive. 
Proof. Let T be the release time of the last job to be released. Further, let E be the 
execution time of the job with the largest execution time. Suppose that the optimal 
clairvoyant algorithm has a makespan of M for the given task graph. Then we claim 
that the GREEDY algorithm has a makespan of T+ E+ M. This is because the jobs 
being executed at time T will complete by time T+ E, after which the residual task 
graph will be optimally scheduled by GREEDY. Moreover, the makespan of the 
optimal clairvoyant algorithm is at least as large as the larger of T and E. This gives an 
upper bound of 3 on the competitive ratio of GREEDY. 0 
The question of determining the optimal ratio for the general problem remains 
open. 
7. Open problems 
We list here the most important unresolved problems in nonclairvoyant scheduling. 
Dynamic scheduling upper bounds: Can one find an algorithm for dynamic schedul- 
ing with a o(n) performance ratio? In particular, it would be desirable to find 
a randomized algorithm with a performance ratio close to the O(log n) lower bound. 
This would prove that randomization provides significant help for dynamic schedul- 
ing, in contrast to the case of static scheduling. 
Dynamic scheduling model: In practice there is an important distinction between 
I/O bound and computationally intensive processes. Our model of dynamic schedul- 
ing could be extended by formalizing this distinction. 
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Multiprocessor scheduling: The power of randomization in multiprocessor schedul- 
ing has not been determined. Furthermore, it would be interesting to expand the 
model to include communication costs between processors. 
Minimizing preemptions: It would be interesting to find the exact performance ratio 
of geometric algorithms. 
Dependent jobs: The model should be extended to measure the average waiting time 
of jobs, not just the makespan of the schedule. The question of determining the 
optimal ratio for general distributed scheduling problem also remains open. 
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